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Abstract—The analysis of scientific collaboration networks has
contributed significantly to improving the understanding of how does
the process of collaboration between researchers and also to
understand how the evolution of scientific production of researchers
or research groups occurs. However, the identification of
collaborations in large scientific databases is not a trivial task given
the high computational cost of the methods commonly used. This
paper proposes a method for identifying collaboration in large data
base of curriculum researchers. The proposed method has low
computational cost with satisfactory results, proving to be an
interesting alternative for the modeling and characterization of large
scientific collaboration networks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

HE graphs or networks are powerful tools that allow
abstractions encode relationships between pairs of objects,
in which vertices represent objects and edges the relationships.
In some cases the vertices and edges correspond to physical
objects in the real world, in others, the vertices are real objects
while edges correspond to intangible relationships, and there
are still cases where vertices and edges are pure abstractions
[1]. In transport networks, for example, the route map used by
an air carrier naturally forms a graph where the vertices are
airports, and there is an edge between two vertices if there is a
direct flight between two airports. Already in communication
networks, a set of computers connected by a communication
network can be modeled as a graph, where each vertex
represents a computer and edges represent physical
connections between them [1].
Among the various types of networks, there are social
networks. A social network is a set of people or groups who
have some kind of relationship between them [2].
In Freire [3], discloses that relationships between people
can be friendship, kinship or collaboration (e.g., in an article
co-authors). In a social network of friendship, the relationship
between two people can represent a friendship between them.
In a network of kinship relationships between people can
indicate that two people belong to the same family.
A scientific collaboration network is a network where the
vertices are the authors of scientific papers, and there is an
edge between two authors if they published together, i.e.,
collaborated in the production of a scientific article [4].
For Freire [3], collaborative networks are different citation
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networks, in which nodes are documents and edges there is a
publication quoted the other. The intensity of relationships
among researchers can be measured by the total number of
publications together, for example, adding weight one (1) for
each publication to the edge by a pair of authors. Thus, the
more these two publications the authors have set in, the greater
the strength of the relationship, or the edge weight.
To analyze a collaboration network can discover many
topological properties of the network, as the number of
authors, the number of publications, the number of reviewers
per article, the probability that two authors have a collaborator
in common, the shortest path between two authors distant
network and the number of connected components. You can
also identify other important features that make the ranking of
researchers according to their importance to a research group,
country or world possible, or identify which groups of
individuals in a network are more important [2], [4], [5].
For this work, the main motivation is to use a network
based collaboration and publications of scientific work of
researchers, identifying links with the aid of techniques for
social network analysis and thus model a network
characterized by collaboration scientific peer researchers can
thus understand your pattern, structure, characteristics and
perform the ranking of individuals within the studied
collaboration network, and other analyzes.
II. RELATED WORK
Collaboration networks have been studied in Spain and the
United States in an attempt to form relationships scientific
cooperation in network format, from individuals, groups and
institutions, nationally or internationally [6].
A network of ancient collaboration, which is still in
academic reference, is the collaboration network of the great
Hungarian mathematician Paul Erdõs. Through it, one obtains
the number of Erdõs of each researcher [7].
The number represents the distance Erdõs collaboration
between a person and Paul Erdõs measured by authorship of
academic papers.
A co-author to be awarded a number of Erdõs, must write
an academic document with an author that has a finite number
of Erdõs. Erdõs Paul is the only person who has a number of
Erdõs zero. For any other author, the fewer Erdõs of all
employees is k, then its number of Erdõs is k + 1.
According to Grossman and Ion [7] Erdõs wrote more than
1,416 scientific articles, mainly in collaboration. He had 504
direct employees. These are people with equal number of
Erdõs 1. Authors who have collaborated with them (but not
with Erdõs own) have a number of Erdõs 2 (6,593 people),
those who have worked with people who have a number of
Erdõs 2 (but not with Erdõs or anyone who owns a number of
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Erdõs 1) have a number of Erdõs equal to 3 (33,605 authors),
and so on a person who does not have a path to Erdõs in
collaboration network has a number of Erdõs infinity.
Newman [8], using networks with researchers from the
fields of biology, physics and mathematics and trying to
answer a variety of questions about collaboration patterns,
found multiple results across studies of these networks.
Among them, found that the number of employees in research
in the area of network biology is much higher than in
mathematics because of the way research (biology working
with laboratory experiments with many people, and
mathematics is more theoretical, few people working in a
survey). Also concluded that, in recent years the number of
collaborations between mathematicians has increased due to
changing social organizations in the mathematical community,
the emergence of better communication systems, and possible
changes in the types of research questions and approaches
used.
In [9], the authors analyzed the scientific literature in three
different regions of the world, Brazil, North America and
Europe, through collaborative networks obtained from a
database of publications in Science computation, DBLP. The
results obtained for different metrics indicate that the process
of production of knowledge has changed differently in each
region. Research is increasingly done in collaboration in
different sub-areas of Computer Science. The size of the giant
connected component indicates the existence of isolated
collaboration groups in the European network, unlike the
degree of connectivity found in Brazil and North America.
Was also analyzed the temporal evolution of the social
networks representing the three regions. The number of
authors per article has increased over a period of 12 years. It
was observed that the number of collaborations between
authors grows faster than the number of authors.
Newman [4] approached metrics to measure the intensity of
the relationship on scientific collaboration networks. This
intensity is represented by weight the edges of the
collaborative network. First showed up a simple metric that is
to add weight to an edge 1 for each article that has a couple of
authors together. That is, the weight of the edge is the number
of authors wrote that two articles together.
In the same work in question, Newman introduced a new
metric for measuring the intensity of the relationship networks
of scientific collaboration, hereafter called Metrics Newman.
It works as follows: each article contributed by a number of
authors 1/n-1 adds to the intensity of the collaboration, or the
weight of the edge, where n is the number of authors of the
article.
For the present work, we used some metric of social
network analysis for understanding the structure and behavior
of the network as the degree of vertices, minimum paths and
groupings except the process for the extraction and
identification of scientific collaboration.
As the main purpose is to understand the structure and
pattern of collaboration, the links (edges) were generated
without assessing weights, i.e., identified a collaboration, this
will not depend on the number of jobs that this pair of search
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features together.
III. METHODOLOGY
For the extraction and modeling of the network to be
evaluated, the drilling platform and characterization proposed
by Dias et al. was used [10]. The platform extracts a set of
scientific data and integrates several repositories in order to
generate data networks scientific publications and digital
libraries.
Data were used from the CNPq Lattes Platform for this
work. The Lattes Platform was designed to integrate the
information systems of federal agencies in Brazil, streamlining
the management process of Science and Technology (S&T),
both from the point of view of the user and of the promotion
and teaching and research institutions agencies.
The choice of the Lattes Platform for extraction is related to
the fact that she is extremely rich, because dealing with the
integration of scientific data curricula (CVs) and the area of
S&T institutions, recording the academic data and scientific
production of researchers and institutions, allowing the update
of the data is performed by the researchers themselves.
Currently the Lattes Platform has approximately 3.5 million
registered CVs.
Among their data repositories is possible to find
information about the higher level courses and postgraduate
recognized with their respective concepts of periodic various
areas knowledge with assessment level and even a bank
containing information on theses and dissertations from 1987
in postgraduate programs in the country.
The whole process of extraction and integration of data is
divided into three main parts called Extraction, Processing and
Visualization. However, for this work only the results of the
extraction step that has the curricula, study object were used.
All data extracted by the framework begins with the
acquisition of identifiers for Lattes curricula obtained by the
query interface of the platform later to be stored locally. The
acquisition strategy begins with a consultation in order to get
all the identification codes of the curricula for these in search
platform interface provided by all researchers, listed in order
of updating the curricula are located. With this, you can get all
registered curricula, which in January 2014 totaled
approximately 3,500,000.
After the query, a crawler makes all the collection of
identifiers and generates a list of codes that will allow access
to individual curriculum for each registered researcher. This
list is stored in a file for later use extractor curricula.
Armed with a list of the file containing all the identifiers of
the curriculum, the curriculum extractor allows you to select a
quantity of resumes to extract, extract resumes from a certain
date update, or the entire repository.
All resumes are stored on disk in XML format one by one
until the end of the list sent to the extractor. In the extraction
stage, several structural flaws that are in the curriculum are
addressed. These very mistakes that hinder the extraction
process. Examples of these problems are post- graduate
courses and are reported as completed but have no year of
completion, postgraduate courses in progress that do not have
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the starting year, published works that have no year of
publication, among others. Importantly, in this case, handling
exceptions were incorporated to circumvent these problems
and allow files to be saved normally and with maximum
consistency possible.
In addition to the curriculum, the framework also extracts
data from other repositories such groups and lines of research
platform, as well as data from other digital libraries in order to
supplement the data curricula. Were used only however, the
curriculum for this job data.
The processing steps and display responsible for carrying
out the integration of the extracted sources and provide an
interface for viewing the data were not used.
With all of the resumes stored in a standard format, the
method is applied to the identification of scientific
collaborations.
For this, all the titles of the articles registered in the
curriculum of each author are analyzed and consequently
become the basis of the entire construction of the collaboration
network. All stages of the identification method can be seen in
Fig.1.
Identification-Collaboration
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

n ← number of articles author
fori ← 1 to n
x ← string[i] // x is article title [i]
x ← stopword[x] // removes token without semantic value
x ← normalization[x] // remove whitespace and accentuation
x ← lowercase[x]
ifhash[x] indictionary // checks whether x is in the dictionary
dictionary[x] ← id_author
elsedictionary ← x, id_author

Fig. 1 Algorithm for identification of collaboration

As shown by the Fig.1 algorithm, each under a certain
curriculum undergoes a transformation that aims to achieve
the same title without words with any semantic value, without
any stress and without spaces. After, all text is standardized in
lowercase and the resulting string is concatenated with the
year of publication and this is subsequently transformed into
key, steps 2-6 of algorithm.

Line
3
4
5
6

TABLE I
TRANSFORMATION OF TITLES IN KEYS
Result
Modeling and Characterization of Scientific Networks: A
Study of the Lattes Platform 2013
Modeling Characterization Scientific Networks Study Lattes
Platform 2013
ModelingCharacterizationScientificNetworksStudyLattesPlatf
orm2013
Modeling Characterization Scientific Networks Study Lattes
Platform2013

After transformation of the title, a check is performed in
order to check if this key already exists in the dictionary used
for identifying collaborations. If the key already exists in the
dictionary, the identifier of the originator of the curriculum in
question is inserted into the switch position, otherwise the key
is inserted and the handle in that dictionary. An example of
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dictionary can be seen in Table II.
TABLE II
EXAMPLE OF BUILT DICTIONARY
Key
Identifier
Modelingcharacterizationstudyscientificnetworks
Id01, Id25
lattesplatform2013
Studyaboutinfluenceacademicperformancestuden
Id25, Id145, ID98
tsuserssocialnetworks2013
Analysiscollaborationnetworksscientificpublicati
Id01, Id25, Id85
ons2013
….
….
Identificationprocessreviewersscientificnetworks
Id01, Id25, Id174
2013

Importantly, the curricula registered in the Lattes Platform
have a unique identifier linked to its owner. Possession of
identifiers for employees of a particular author, which can be
found and linked to a name for a search interface at the time of
registration of a production it is possible to inquire what their
co authors are with the insertion of a identification. Given this,
the construction of the network, when an author to insert the
identifiers of its employees into the database of a particular
job, the insertion of the key that represents this work, usually
happens in the dictionary; however, beyond the author's own
identifier, also identifiers of its employees, which gives better
results by the proposed method are inserted .
However, are not always registered identifiers of
employees, this is mostly because it is not an automatic
process to update the curricula, i.e., the author must bind his
co-authors to their identifiers manually, which complicates
this process. However, when it is possible to register the bond
makes the algorithm has better performance, because even if
only one of the authors has registered a particular title, you
can identify collaboration, unlike the methods that work with
cross- validations.
IV. RESULTS
The network of collaboration for this work has published
data curricula that have papers published in editions of
CILAMCE - Iberian Latin American Congress on
Computational Methods in Engineering, which is in its 34th
edition, these editions in the period 1977-2013.
The CILAMCE aims to create a forum where engineers,
researchers and students can exchange ideas and information
about the computational methods available systems and
improvements in computing technology to solve various
complex problems of practical and theoretical engineering.
In all its editions, CILAMCE has played an important role
in the dissemination of the latest applications and
computational developments in engineering among
professionals, researchers and students of Latin American
Latin community.
In addition to technical sessions and tutorials, the
CILAMCE also includes tutorials and invited lectures by
renowned researchers from national and international
community.
The base contains data as crafted article, authors of articles
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reesearchers, andd institutions of origin for researchers annd year
off publication. Using the plattform of extraacting Dias et al. [10]
w
were
unable to extract the network
n
of sciientific collabboration
off all authors of articles published in CILAMCE
C
onn some
issue and who registered
r
thiss article in you
ur Lattes. Givven this,
thhe identificatioon of collaborration betweenn the authors and the
geeneral network with data eextracted from
m the Lattes Platform
P
w held was generated.
was
g
Thhe network haas 3,442 authoors and
caan be viewed in
i Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Networkk Authors CILA
AMCE

You can veriify that the neetwork has a number
n
of inddividual
auuthors, featuring works thatt were producced individuallly or in
paartnership witth other authoors who are not
n registered on the
pllatform for some reasonn, given thatt the networrk was
geenerated only with authors with
w registereed Lattes curricula.
among
However, thhere is a highh degree of concentration
c
cuurricula that are characteerized by linnks between nodes.
Seeveral paperrs have muultiple authorrs and institutions
prroviding diffeerent collaboraation not onlyy among reseaarchers,
buut also betweeen institutions and research groups. The average
a
nuumber of authhors per articlle is 2.80 whiichmake the network
n
beecome well connected
c
wiith over the years. In 19
999 the
avverage number of authors per article was 2.08.
The average degree is the number of em
mployees that a given
noode has. Befo
ore it is possiible to evaluaate how an auuthor is
coonnected to another
a
withiin this netwoork. Althoughh some
auuthors not bee linked to anny other (isollated verticess in the
neetwork), which gives you a grade 0, otheers stand out for
f their
hiigh degree of collaboration.
c
.
In the analyzzed network exists
e
six authhors with moore than
600 employees. These authorss are mostly titration
t
docto
ors with
m
more
than 10 years, following in eveent publicatioons and
guuidelines havve completed MSc and PhD.
P
Moreovver, the
auuthors cited only
o
6 1 is nnot linked too UFRJ and has no
traaining as a Civil
C
Engineerring. Importan
nt to emphasiize that
thhese four authhors are fellow
ws of CNPq productivity
p
and
a that
toogether accounnt for a totall of 139 articcles publishedd in all
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edditions of CILA
AMCE. The aauthor with a greater degreee (70)
haas a total of 277 articles, one single paper with
w 10 co-autthors.
V. CON
NCLUSION
Relationshipss in scientiffic collaboraation networkks are
chharacterized by
b different intensities. To perform
m the
callculation of intensities,
i
thhere are vario
ous metrics suuch as
nuumber of publications or nuumber of collaaborations, eaach one
foccusing on sppecific. The application of
o these mettrics is
poossible to definne how a partiicipant or group of particippants in
thee network is important
i
or innfluential, perrforming a score for
theese criteria thee following m
metric.
When analyzing the resultss after applicaation of the neetwork,
it is possible to identify the number of publications is
inccreasing and together they characterizedd the networkk has a
higgh level of colllaboration.
You can alsoo identify thaat there are researchers
r
w are
who
extremely influeential in the nnetwork by haaving a high number
n
off publications and revieweers and thus become extrremely
mportant authoors for groupp/institution too which it beelongs,
im
besides the netw
work as a whoole. Moreoverr, it is noticed that in
reccent years thhe percentagee of collaborration betweeen the
auuthors of CILA
AMCE has inccreased consid
derably.
New featuress can be consiidered and agggregated in order
o
to
obbtain more efffective resultss and consideer the interacttion of
age (age of the publication), geographic lo
ocation of authhors to
e
and eeven check how
h
the spreead of
define future events
s
infformation occcurs, since inttuitively the information spreads
fasster among thee vertices of hhigher intensitty.
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